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MEMORY CHANGES WITH AGE =
COMPENSATING SHIFTS IN STRATEGY

When a person is asked to answer a que;tion based on information to memory, there are
e Lommlyrily used:

One is to try to find a close match in memory to the question; which we call t144

direct' retrieval strategy.

The other is to try to micr the answer from inforinatieL found to memory tint Serif
related; w /Lich we call the plausibility strategy.

IA ay to influence which strategy is used is to either ask a person

+ai to recocru2 e. whether the statement was seen 'before and diicriinaiiiate it from
Alizr statements consistent with what is known bu'. not seen before;

ar

hi to judiN: i hether a Statenient is plausible given what is already know n; although
c..kazt statement may not have been seen.

Roplc: arc incite inclined to try direct retrieval when asked to recognize than they would be

if zi-4.4-el to judge plausibility and vice-versa. However. the task required of people doe.: not

tota!ly .prcdIct. by any means, which strategy people will adopt to answer a question.

I his research tests several elynollxseL They arc:t

The plausibility strategy tends to be adopted more as memories decline, and therefore
u ill he adopted sooner by the elderly.

The plausibility strategy involves more automatic processes while recognition can

imolve more controlled. conscious massing;

3. Pc.rfo;mazzc ern tasks aut*ttalit pro:cessTes comparable for young
and old subjects; while aged subjecit' Perfeririariec will be deficient in situations
requiring more controlled processes.

The first hypothesis ip.'clves using elderly tubjeett as a cortyerging measure for general

principles Want to assert about human nirinory The first half of this hypothesis, that the

plausibiWy strategy lends to 1,-6 id-Opted more as ineinOrieS it, cline, has already been shown with

college studenls: The second half is the experimental test with older subjects. It should provide

ColV.etging evwience for the theoretical interpretation of these earlier results;

The other two hypotheses test a principle to differentiate older people from younger people.

If these tests arc supported; they would provide converging evidence for the theory of Hasher &

Zacks w ho have foUnd that automatic processes do not decline with age; while controlled
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EXPERIMENT 1

The first cipetinitent tests the hypothesis that older subjects will rely on the plausibility

strategy more than young subjects regardless of "official task rharacteriStics;"

M ETHOD

Subjects cead a series of stories about which a number of inferencet could be made.

Some .iNf these inferences were later asked as questions about the Aory.

Of those to be asked as questions; half were randomly selected 10 be asserted in the
story aS part of 'the stoq.

Subjects were randoraly assigned to Wk. Tlx two separate tasks were whether the
subject was aske,1 t- Make recognition judgments ('"Did you see this sentence in the
storyri; or asked. to make plausibility judgments this statement plausible given
the story you readr).

Across .subjects all statements :appeared in the recognition stated and wit-stated

conditions and the plausibility stated and not-stated conditions. There were an equal
manlier of implausible statements for the plausibility condition.

Some sutsjectS answered questions after each story; and some answered after reading
all ten stories.

To suniniariJe, the design employ6 a 2x,:h2x2 factorial where age of subjects is the oily

ticteen-subject factor; The other fa tors are whether the sxatcrxe its seated in the story,

whether the questioes ate asked after each stay or after all in s2ories, whether subjects are

asked to make recognition or plausibilay judgments and *nether plausible statements are highly or

plausible. Random assignments were done separately for each gubject (except; of

course. the plausibility of the StateincntS and age of subjects were not randorrily a.isigneo.

Below is an eidintile of part of a story subjects might see:

The heir to a large hamburger chain was in trouble.

He had married a loely young woman who had seemed to love 1u

Now he worried that she had been after his money all along;

Perhaps he consumed too much beer and french fries.

NO. he couldn't give up fries;

Niit only were they delicious, he got them for free!

The heir got his fives from his father's hamburger chain,
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The heir 'decided to join weight watchers.

1 went3..-five pounds tater, the hear realized his wife did love Min after all.

Recognition e The _heir got his fries from
or Plausibilit S(atedl his father's hamburger chain.

Recognition ( Nob The heir wanted
or Maw ibility (Not Stated) to lose weight.

Implausible The heir was a teetotaler.

,

1'4i` steels in italics is tested as a question lateT; (it. was not italicized for subp:cts.1

Subjects could say yes to this question regardless of task. The second question; not-stated;

Should be rejected for people asked to do recognition; but 'accepted by those asked to do

plausibility. The final qUeStiOii was asked only in t plausibility task so that lia4 of the Items

ould be rejected;

The young subjects that had been used in this study were C-MU col:cgc students; The

Older SubjectS Were C-MU alumni volunteers; age 6540; with a mean are of 72 and in good

health.

RESULTS

The results of the first experiment an shown in the attached appendix (Graph 1 The !eft

panel plots reactions time to correct' responses for plausihIc statements as a function of delay for

the two age groups in the two tasks. Each function collapses °VC' presented vs. not-presented in

the story and plausibility of statement.

Not surprisingly, young subjects arc faster overall.

HOweVer. there is a significant interaction of task with age; old subjects arc rand.
StrioVer to do recognition than plausibility; while; if anything; the young are faster to
do recognition.

Accuracy; plotted on Giaph 2, thovvs another interaction of task with age:

Plausibility is more accurate for both groups, but the difference in accuracy due to
task is much larger for old subjects. Older subjects are the most accurate for
plausibility; and arc the worst for recognition.

The interpretation of this pattern of data for older subjects was expected from tlx

interpretation of the college data collected earlier (Reder; 1982)

Subjects tend to use the plausibility strategy a lot in the recognit,pn task when traces
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are weak.

It stems that traces are weak even in the ummediate condition for older subjects. so
tLty often use the plausibility strategy. even tin it:mediate recall situations.

Young subjects Start by using direct retrieval most often; even in the plausibility Wk.
but shift strategy preference with delay. The speed up in reaction time with delay
for the plau;ibility functic i is due ati the not-staled items. When direct retrieval is
tried first; the strategy .arid people then try plausibility in t plausibility task.
This accounts for the much slower initial reaction., becaUse sable:cis start of usi7
the wrong strategy.

UStrig the plausibility strategy does not hurt accuracy m plausibibIN taik for

presented statements an the recognition task. KeYwever; accuracy far Statements not-
prrsented that shoult:J be reSpOlatted ItO Ref atintly are really hurt by askrig the

piaiisibility strategy u tk recognition task.

Tt e. next graph (Graph 3i breaks down accuracy just for the recogrulhon task. 'Potted is

accuracy in the recognition task as a fuuctton e. whetkr the item sherzid recpended to

posatvely (stated) or rejected (inot-stated( for the two age groups.

Again. old are better than young where the plausibility strategy will %WA., riz., for
stated items.

Again. old subjects are worst, and well below chance. where the plaustbrday strategy
on't work effectiely, 1.e., not-preseutt.-d statements that should be rejected.

Note that; with delay, recognition performance declines for both old and young for
not-stated items; but stays high where plausibility can be used.

The RT data are also consistent with this analysts. Reaction limes for stated items in the

recogintio: task are done at the same speed as plausibility. The not-stated correctly answered are

much slower.

There arc two Otsiblc rcaScinS for why older subjects use the plaUsibility strategy more:

I. MeV. subjects' memories are much weaker; so they adopt this strategy sooner.

2. plausibility Straleky involves making AUTOMATIC_relatedness judpuents and does riOt
reftutrcthe CAREFUL INSPECTION OF INTERSECTIONS found in memory that is
uce.essary for the direct retrieval ttrategy.

EXPERIMENT 2

To test the hyptirilietis that the different pattern of data is dui to processing differences, not

differences in the strength of episodic memory traces, the second experiment used a semantic

memory task. The task was a simple one where subjects saw two words displayed On a screen

and made a ,catepory-inemberthip pidgin-dd. The 'top word was a category name and the bottom

word would be an instance of iil 50% ,of the time. llalf of the instance words were dominant;



liltst or second highest frequency hsted in the flattig-Montaeue norms for that category name.

The other half were low dominance. the lowest frequency listed.

Half of the non-Instances were highly related. For non-mstinces, we asked other college'

subjects to fret associate to category tames and selected the most frequent non-instancs from

those Citeti. The 48 category names used in this experiment were randomly assigned to one of

the four conditions.

The examples lasted below represent all font types of materials used 111 the four conditions.

DOMINANCE:

RELATEDNESS

INSTANCE

HIGH LOW

Country Country

Russia T eelond

NON I NSTA NCE

LOW

Country Country.

Continent Lemonade

The subjects dor this experiment were all alumni. The young subjects w ere between 25

}ears if age and 31, and the old subjects were between b3 and 75 years old.

RESULTS

Inc results of this experiment are shoe, n in Graph 4.

The top panels plot accuracy and the bottom panels plot response time in millisecond& for

correct responses. Each arc plotted separately for instance and non-instance as a function of

dominance or relatedness. First; consider the accuracy data.

For instances. old subjects are at least as accurate as young. For high dominant itums.

which means they arc highly similar or associatively related; older subjects arc most accurate and

are more accurate than young subjects.

For non-instances, both groups of subjects have trouble with highly related items and

neither have trouble with unrelated non-instances. For highly related non-instances. however.
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Oldet Stibjeets are apprcclably worse than yourreer subjects.

To summarize:

When relatedness can facilitate judgment, older subjects are better that young: when
vt gies the wrong response, older subjects are worse.

Whcii the relatedteetS value succests rejection older subjects do fine,

Now consider reaction time data

Old subjects are always slower, perhaps due to slower motor responses. The
adeantace for high dominance is eon:Tv:hat larger for them than for young (Y.02 inset.

instead of 239).

Where relatedness hurts, old subjects are appreciably slower on the correct responses.
The reaction time difference is 51395 larger than other young-old comparisons: the
difference between luch and low relatedness is three times as large for old as for
young.

CONCLUSIONS

Older subjects can use the automatic relatedness process quite well. Performance IS
as good as or better than young subjects.

Careful inspection of retrieved, related material is more daft-cult for everybody; but
much more so for older subjects.

This interpretation is consistent with the position of Hasher and Zaces. that mutt-1:1130c
processes do not deel.fie with age, while controlled ones do.

WS reasonable that a relatedness or plausibility strategy is more stable across age:
its faster, more efficient, and the preferred strategy for everyone (the one we use
daily). Therefore, the plausibility strategy has become automatic with practice.

As Suppritt for the claim that people normally use plausib.1q, consider the results from

& Mattson. When they asked people, 'How many animals of each kind did Moses take

nil the Aar. people often erroneously answered "2". There are few "trick qUeiltrenS"

everyday life; so we do not liaee to discriminate inferences from exact statements: therefore. the

automatic plausibility processes that reihain in old age keep the aged in food stead.
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